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By John Pazzelli

Dover Publications. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 144 pages. Dimensions: 6.0in. x
6.0in. x 0.6in.Welcome to kakuro, the addictive brain teaser! This Japanese puzzle craze, sometimes
called cross-sums or kakro, is sudokus bigger (and tougher) brother. As with all good puzzles, the
rules are easy to learn but the game is difficult to master. These 101 puzzles are specifically
designed to introduce novices to the game. Like a crossword puzzle, the playing area consists of
filled and empty squares. Some of the black squares contain a diagonal slash from top left to
bottom right, with numbers in them--the clues. A number in the top right corner relates to an across
clue, and one in the bottom left to a down clue. The object is to insert digits from 1 to 9 into the
white squares that add up to the associated clue; however, no digit can be duplicated in an entry.
For example, for a total of 6, you could have 1 and 5 or 2 and 4, but not 3 and 3. Easy, right Beware!
It gets more complicated. In case youre stumped, solutions appear at the end. This item ships from
multiple locations. Your book may arrive from...
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ReviewsReviews

This ebook might be worth a read, and superior to other. It is probably the most remarkable book i have got read. Its been designed in an remarkably
straightforward way and it is merely soon after i finished reading this publication where really modified me, alter the way i really believe.
-- Alex  Ziem e DDS-- Alex  Ziem e DDS

Undoubtedly, this is actually the very best job by any writer. It is loaded with wisdom and knowledge You will not really feel monotony at anytime of your
respective time (that's what catalogs are for concerning when you check with me).
-- Pr of . La wson Stokes IV-- Pr of . La wson Stokes IV
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